BON MASONRY JOINTERS FEATURED ON ASK THIS OLD HOUSE TELEVISION SHOW

(GIBSONIA, PA, USA) – Bon Masonry Jointers were featured on a recent episode of Ask This Old House. On the segment titled Comparing Masonry Jointers, Ask This Old House expert assistant Mark McCullough explains the uses for different types of masonry jointers, and the popularity of these jointers based on geographic and aesthetic preferences. The episode first aired on PBS on April 21, 2019.

During the segment Mark compared six jointers that Bon manufactures. He showed the joint shape created by each and discussed where each is most commonly used. Though the joint created by Bon’s Flat Caulking Trowel is seen across the country, trends indicate that Convex Jointers are more popular in New England, and Grapevine Jointers are most often used in the mid-Atlantic region.

At www.thisoldhouse.com/watch the full show, Season 17 – Episode 19, can be viewed to see the mortar joint shape created by each tool on a mock brick wall created for the show. In this manner it is easy for viewers to discern the look created by each tool. Also viewers pick up some tips and techniques. For example, Mark explains holding the Caulking Trowel at an angle will create an angled joint that allows water to slide off the joint and onto the face of the brick below it, which minimizes the risk of water getting behind the brick. Also he explains the Rat’s Tail also commonly known as a Bull Horn Jointer is especially good for stonework, where the gaps between the masonry varies from stone to stone.

As noted on the segment, most specialty jointers are only available at masonry supply distributors. Bon has been manufacturing masonry tools for more than 60 years. For more information on Bon’s wide selection of professional grade jointers connect to www.bontool.com.

About Bon Tool Co:
Bon Tool Co., a leading manufacturer of construction tools and equipment in the United States, has been manufacturing construction tools for professionals since 1958. More than 6,000 contractor-quality hand tools are currently available. For more information contact our sales department at 800-444-7060 or visit the website at www.bontool.com.

Tools Featured:
#11-448 Heavy Duty Tempered Convex Jointer  #11-457 Grapevine Jointer
#11-474 Concave Stone Beader  #11-446 Bull Horn Jointer
#11-738 Carbon Steel Square Caulking Trowel  #11-325 Skate Wheel Raker
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